
PFF Adventures: A Day in the Ice.  
Always, Searching for 20” Golden Trout. 

 
Frozen Sky 

In the Ice and Snow, 
Golden Trout will grow; 

20 inches and more to spare, 
Golden Trout in Mountain Air. 

From the thin, parched volume of Mountain Poems and Campfire Stories “Just to Die For”,  
by Gary Trott 

In the beginning, as a new PFF member, I found there is no higher calling, no greater journey, than the 
lifelong pursuit of learning to fish for Golden Trout. The best opportunities for advanced learning are 
derived from following elder, “seasoned” PFF fishmaster gurus. They will not tell you the source 
locations of trophy size, golden trout, but one is always most welcome to follow in their footsteps.   It is 
a life long journey of continuous learning, discovering new locations, building new fly rods that connect 
your soul to the pristine waters, tying new flies imbued with “Life, because of Motion”, and paying 
homage to the physical rigors of carrying a backpack with a week or more of food to the sacred 
mountain basins holding Golden Trout.  To smell the scent of pine trees in the dawn’s early light, as the 
crisp mountain air chills your spine makes one feel alive!   

Twenty thousand years ago, due to a population explosion in a favorable environment, sea run coastal 
rainbow trout invaded deep into the waters of California [1].  Subsequent geomorphic disturbances and 



glaciation of the Pleistocene era killed most of these trout. But a few survived, in small, isolated pockets 
of water. Due to subsequent adaptations to the specific isolate aquatic environments, these trout slowly 
evolved into a variety of divergent trout species with a separate genotype. In the high-altitude crystal 
clear, alpine water conditions, bright colors and slow growth rates evolved as the best survival strategies 
and the golden trout species emerged.  

There are three distinct, isolated, subspecies of pure golden trout lineage, living in the upper reaches of 
the Kern River valley basin. These are the golden trout of Volcano and Golden Trout creeks 
(Oncorhynchus mykiss aquabonita), Kern River rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss gilberti), and the 
Little Kern golden trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss whitei). For an exciting read about a PFF trip to catch all 
three varieties see the trip report in the PFF fish tail archives. Golden Trout Grand Slam. This was the 
third attempt in the series to find the easiest route into the upper Kern drainage. One must login to PFF 
to see the photos. This protects the PFF knowledge from internet trolls.   

   
    O.m. whitei                                          O.m.gilberti                                             O.m. aquabonita 

Beyond fishermen, there are natural threats to their survival. Lack of competition for food, means that 
other char, such as brook trout will generally out compete them for food. In addition, golden trout can 
hybridize easily with their rainbow trout cousins. Thus, physical barriers such as waterfalls found in 
mountain plateaus and hanging valleys are needed to keep the populations separated. In the early 
1900s these beautiful fish were taken by horse and coffee can and distributed across the High Sierra 
mountains and other states.  

I remember one PFF trip to Fish Creek. A common destination in the past for PFF’ers, touching beautiful 
lakes, breath taking views, and lush river canyons with a hot tub spring. Oh-Yeah!  Along the way, we 
would stop at Virginia Lake, which for a long time held the 1952 record for the largest golden trout in 
California.  Oh, and the fishing? Fantastic forty-fish days of golden trout, rainbows, hybrids, and 
ubiquitous brook trout was documented in the PFF archives. See Fish Creek Fishout.  I remember being 
there all alone, on one small, beautiful little rock, water fall cascade six feet wide. With great stealth and 
sneakiness, I gently landed my dry fly, black gnat, on a 6x 
tapered, monofilament leader, right at the edge of the foam.  I 
was pleased that I immediately hooked a nice 10” golden trout. 
Wait, just a minute! Much to my dismay, right at my feet, a 9” 
brook trout was aggressively trying to steal the fly out of the 
mouth of the golden trout struggling to get off my hook. As 
penance, I netted them both together as one. The golden trout 
was gently released and the brook trout invited to dinner.     

The Search begins: If she can  I can  

https://www.peninsulaflyfishers.org/page-1410593
https://www.peninsulaflyfishers.org/fish_creek_03


Over time I continued to perfect my fly 
dinking, fly selection, and fly-fishing sneaking 
skills by searching all creeks and lakes for 
golden trout. Setting the hook is a skill that is 
seldom practiced. So, with kids, young at 
heart, like the photo above, I would take 
them to one of several, goat path, locations to 
practice hooking golden trout [2]. When you 
are fishing in a 6” deep stream, for 4” golden 
trout, is it easy to learn how to set the hook. 
One can practice catching fish with a forehand cast, sidearm cast, and even a backcast. The most 
challenging is to catch them hanging onto the wing of size #12 black gnat. In order to accomplish that 
feat, one must learn to feel “The Kiss of a Trout” at the end of the line. A very important skill for nymph 
fishing when you do not see the bite. One can also observe how easy it is to spook the little fish and they 
will go off the bite, even if they do not run for cover. The art of stealth is also a good thing to practice.  

These days I have graduated to new challenges. My journey is now to find, catch, and release a 20” 
golden trout while exploring lakes and waterfalls with a view towards forever. Like all trout, the more 
food that is available, the larger a golden trout will grow. But consider for nine months of the year high 
mountain lakes are covered by ice. So, a change in thinking and approach towards match the hatch is 
required. 

As the title photo shows, it is common to try and arrive at high altitude lakes in early summer just after 
ice out. Sometimes, a little over anxious, and you arrive when the lake is still frozen. Fly fishing on frozen 
ice is not a successful strategy.  However, the in the warm June afternoon as we arrived the ice was just 
starting to break up.  By sunset one could see the beautiful alpine glow reflected in the ice and water.  

At ice out, the mountains become alive with action. There are copious waterfalls everywhere. The most 
beautiful flowers are stretching towards the sun warmth, painting a landscape of colors in every 
direction. The weather is cool and sublime, and every insect, including misquotes, is emerging to take 
advantage of the short summer season. Fortunately, the gentle wind is whispering in the willows, 
dispersing the mosquitos and creating light, sun-sparkled, ripples on the water to hide the outline of fly-
fishing people. The grass is alive at every level of magnification with insect movement, as sunlight 
reflects off the back of their carapaces. – But there are no rises on the water even though some of the 
terrestrials have been blown into the shoreline water. What? Are there no fish? Is the lake fishless?  

This is the moment when all those boring tutorials from guides and seasoned fishmasters about 
observation skills in trout habits separates those who are not tuned into the trout habitat, those with no 
understanding of life under nine months of ice, from those dedicated trout whisperers. Those experts 
who think like a golden trout, observe the golden trout telltales, and catch the fish.  After sniffing the 
wind and admiring the scenery the astute golden trout fly fishing person turns their attention to dirt.  
Where is the dirt? Gin clear mountain lakes are very, very beautiful. But without dirt at the bottom of 
the biological pyramid, there is no ecosystem to support the trout food or the trout. 

So, a careful examination of the underwater shore line is in order. Is there enough dirt to support algae, 
moss, and weeds? Can any underwater insects be observed? If the answer is yes, there may be large 
fish. In lakes with over spawned fish, typically the underwater insets are depleted leaving only the ones 



good at hiding. The result is there are many rises in the morning or evening twilight, and the fish are in 
the range of 6-8”.   

I have observed, if the terrestrial insects are jumping out of their winter slumber, it is also true, that the 
nymphs and chironomids are also taking advantage of the warming water and longer length of day. I 
have seen 12” golden trout darting in every direction near shallow water drop offs. They were dancing 
back and forth with great speed, very full of action. They were acting like their tails were on fire! It was 
an underwater hatch of an unseen insect and very entertaining to watch them dance.  Naturally, any 
nymph I tossed in their direction was summarily dismissed and generated no interest. And that is the 
bane of every golden trout fisherman.  

Golden trout are often eating what is unseen.  Even the underwater insects, in the near water shoreline, 
may not be what is hatching in the unseen six-foot-deep weed beds. Hence golden trout have been 
accused of sipping pine pollen off the water surface, chewing on bottom moss and weeds, or sucking up 
zooplankton. Zooplankton is the primary food source for golden trout, young fry. The new born fish have 
rods cells in their eyes adapted for UV light to more easily resolve and find the zooplankton. The vestiges 
of these UV seeing cells can still be found in adult fish, but it is unknown how effective they are or if a 
zooplankton diet has sufficient to calories to support an adult fish.[3] Golden trout fry hide in shallow 
gravel areas where UV light readily penetrates. But for adult fish, one must convolve the UV light 
filtering properties of the deeper aquatic water environment, color content of the solar spectrum at 
noon or twilight and ask through discovery what role UV light plays under the ice.  

For nine months of the year, under the ice, golden trout are eating underwater midge nymphs. Insects 
of the order Diptera include a large number of diverse families including Chironomidae and many others. 
At high altitudes the diversity of insects decreases and their size generally becomes smaller. In addition, 
from a broad study of trout predator/prey properties, one learns the trout visual system does not key on 
the hook [4]. Once I found a mountain stream with so many midges, black flies, and mosquitos I could 
hardly stand it. But in a small water tumble, cascade four-foot-long run, I hooked and released more 
than 15 brook trout from large to small. At the end the black gnat was so bedraggled it looked like a 
bare hook and it was still catching fish. This means trout in general, and specifically, the golden trout 
visual system keys in on a match history of what they are used to eating. This allows for more efficient 
and effective feeding with a narrowly defined search pattern.  Golden trout key in on what food was 
under the ice for nine months. Then, slowly evolves to new hatch patterns with the preference being 
underwater hatches safe from overhead predators. 

I have seen golden trout biting at underwater moss. But upon on closer inspection, they were not taking 
chunks of moss away from the rock. Hence, they had to be stripping nymphs, out of the moss. Perhaps 
similar to the red blood worms (below), that were stomach pumped out of a golden trout over a moss 
bed. Note the red blood worms are only about 
3/16 inch long.   In addition, a few smaller golden 
trout, in self-sustaining populations, or trout which 
sometimes are tragically hooked, are on occasion, 
invited to become part of the dinner menu of 
steamed trout. In which case the stomach 
contents can be observed directly.  These are the 
only two ways to know exactly what golden trout 



are eating underwater, out in the middle of the lake. My observations are the off shore nymphs and 
chironomids can be very different than the near shore underwater insects. Although there can be 
significant overlap.   

In the right-hand photo of stomach contents, the food 
items were about ~95% nymphs, ~5% terrestrials, and a 
few percentage taste testing pine needles and a twig.  
Also note the nymphs can be very small in size and 
difficult to assign a specific identity.  There is a whole 
range of micro-caddis, or in general micro-Dipteria that 
trout may be feeding upon that cannot be seen from 
the shore.  

Given the scarcity of food, golden trout are always 
hungry. Feed them a large, enticing, steak dinner with 
behavior characteristics that match under the ice 
hatches and you will evoke that big predator response. 
Because, under the water it is a safe dining location far 
from airborne predators.  But still, there are times in 
which the golden trout will stop biting. Which is ok. As it 
allows longer periods for observing the balance of life 
and nature surrounding a wilderness mountain 
adventure.  Someday when the multitude of stars 
seen in a dark summers sky are in a lucky 
formation, the journey for a 20” golden trout will 
result in success. Until that time this average size, 
19” golden trout will have to suffice.  But I am 
going back next year.  Stay tuned.  

[1] Storer, T., Usinger, R. L.  1964. Sierra Nevada 
Natural History: An Illustrated Handbook. 
University of Ca. Press 

[2] Name the tune in the link and I will tell you the 
location for a “Thomas Kincade: Campsite of Light” 
where one can practice hooking the golden trout.    
Link   

[3] GinkandGasoline.com 2013 
       https://www.ginkandgasoline.com/trout-
fishing/what-does-the-trout-see/  
     American Angler. “WhatTrout See” 2015 
         https://www.americanangler.com/what-trout-see/  

[4] MidCurrent.  “About that Hook: What do Trout See” 2012 
       https://midcurrent.com/flies/about-that-hook-what-do-trout-see/  
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 19" golden trout released with a message  
for a 20" sibling to come get a Facebook selfie 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwgM_HNRfOzBVHdfaXJDOHB0SnM/view?usp=sharing
https://www.ginkandgasoline.com/trout-fishing/what-does-the-trout-see/
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